intelligent scheduling methods will be rrquired for manufacturing scheduling due tu the move to mom agile systems. Multi-agent methods are one such approach. This paper describes the application of a rrconfigurable multi-agent scheduler to the problem of allocating orden to warrhouses in a distribution supply chain. This multi-agent system was originally developed for allocation of orders to machines in a highly reconfigurable manufacturing system and this work was aimed at investigating the ease of applying this same scheduler to other problems. It was found that this new application was readily achieved because of the modular structure of the scheduler. This paper shows how the application to the new problem was achieved.
I. INTRODUCTION
The current trend for manufacturing enterprises is for greater focus on customer demands and this trend is expected to continue into the future. Dealing with an increasingly more customerdriven market will require not only flexibility but responsiveness; a combination of attributes that in the realm of manufacturing is referred to as agility [I] . These market conditions will require everquicker introduction of new products, improved customer service, and responsiveness to fluctuations in demand.
To achieve the most efficient performance from any system requiring tasks to be performed by a finite number of resources, effective scheduling is required. One definition of scheduling is that "Scheduling is the allocation of resources over time to perform a collection of tasks" [2]. In most cases, without the benefits of an effective scheduling mechanism a manufacturing system would be unable to achieve maximum levels of efficiency.
Essentially the scheduling and planning methods that will be required to achieve agility for manufacturing enterprises must produce solutions to problems that are more complex, in less time and with less fonvard knowledge than their predecessors. To solve such complicated problems, a great diversity of intelligent techniques including traditional hard computing techniques (e.g., expert systems) and soft computing techniques (e.g., fuzzy logic, neural networks, learning algorithms and genetic algorithms) are required.
Another proven method available for solving factory and process control problems is multi-agent systems. Rather than being solely an intelligent decision making technique, a multi-agent system is a distributed framework in which other intelligent techniques can be implemented. A multiagent system can be defined as a loosely coupled network of entities that work together to make decisions or solve problems that are beyond the individual capabilities or knowledge of each entity. These entities, 'agents' are antonomous and may be heterogeneous in nature.
Being distributed may of great advantage, and could possibly be essential, for agile schedulers and planners. A common theme which occurs in many discussions of agility is the idea of having systems which are highly recodigurable through the use of modular components.
With the physical hardware being modular it may be a requirement for a scheduler/planner to likewise be modular, a feature which is easily achievable if a multi-agent approach is being used. A distributed architecture that could be designed and constructed in a modular fashion could aid in achieving this goal.
Previous research into scheduling of modular reconfgurable manufacturing systems [3] resulted in the development of such a scheduler [4]. This multi-agent scheduler was modular and robust enough to schedule any form of manufacturing system, be it parallel, transfer line, job-shop or flow-shop, without any changes whatsoever.
The characteristics of this scheduler resulted in the realization that it could be applied to many systems other than reconfgurable manufacturing systems also with minimal changes. Research was conducted to look into how readily this multi-agent scheduler could be applied to a totally different real-life logistics problem encountered by a local SME (Small to Medium Enterprise) in Australia. This company manufactures consumer appliances such as heaters, lights and ventilation products mainly for the Australian market. Being in the consumer appliances industry requires the company to be agile if they are to be successful.
11. THE APPLICATION Distribution of products from the industrial partner occurs through a network of warehouses. Each warehouse holds the same products so each are capable to handling most orders, no matter where the destination. Each warehouse is capable of picking and shipping a certain number of orders per day, with larger orders taking more time to prepare than smaller orders. In scheduling terms
DISTRIBUTED SCHEDULING ISSUES
In a system with a distributed architecture each local conmller has its own local scheduler. The local scheduler is responsible for performing the scheduling for a particular item (such as a warehouse, cell, process machine, transpeer or even a part). However, distributed schedulers have difficulties that do not occur in centralized schedules where all scheduling decisions are made by a single entity. The main difficulty is that although the global goals of the overall system are most importan4 local schedulers by themselves are only able to achieve local goals. If each scheduler was to make decisions without regard to the other schedulers the overall performance of the system being scheduled will suffer. Therefore, local schedulers must be able to coordinate or cooperate with each other to achieve the global goals. The ability to coordinate could be either entirely built into the local schedulers (heterarchical) or a scheduling coordiitor could be used to give the local schedulers general guidelines to follow and/or to resolve conflicts that cannot be solved by cooperation between the local schedulers themselves (modified hierarchical). Control architectures such as heterarchical and modified hierarchical arc described by Dilts et al. [SI.
A coordination mechanism that can be used by distributed entities to allocate tasks is an auction-based negotiation. An example of an auction-based negotiation protocol is contract net 161. Many examples of schedulers using contract net have been developed Several issues have been noted 1121 when using auctionbased negotiation methods. One issue is that compared to other communication methods, negotiation requires significantly more communication bandwidth. This Wiculty can be alleviated by the use of a scheme of audience restriction where messages are only sent to a restricted number of agents rather than being broadcast to all agents [13]. Also, because the contract net replaces global information with the exchange of information between agents, performance anomalies can arise. One such anomaly is temporal ignorance, which reflects the fact each warehouse is a resource with limited capacity and the orders that must be picked and packed for shipping are the tasks that must be performed by those resources.
Being limited resources can be problematic at times of high demand, particularly the f m t day of the month when large quantities of orders are placed and are required to be shipped. The result of this is that some orders cannot be shipped until a subsequent day, causing customer dissatisfaction and a potential loss of future sales. With more responsive scheduling, orders beyond the capabilities of one warehouse can be handled from another warehouse. Often this will result in higher monetary costs, but higher customer satisfaction Decisions to shift orders must take both of these into account.
~ 412 that agents can only see task announcements and bids that have already anived, not those that are about to anive. An example of this is a part agent that accepts a bid only moments before a more attractive one arrives. A major problem of auction-based methods is the method for rqolving conflicts that arise due to distnhances or intentional changes to a schedule 1141. Once the bids are awarded, the start and finish times of. an allocation are fvred. An unexpected disturbance, such as a machine breakdown or a delay up/down stream, can invalidate the local schedule of a resource. Some operations would have to be moved, liely requiring operations allocated to other resources to be moved. If care is not taken, this can produce a 'ripple effect' that passes through the system changing much of the schedule. In a dynamic system such as an FMS, which experiences many disturbances, the effect of such a dramatic change could be severe.
Commonly, the method used to reallocate an operation is to perform an entire new negotiation (re-bidding) behveen the managers and bidders. Negotiation is a communication intensive process, so in times where much communication is required, such as many operations being reallocated at once, decisions may be delayed. Therefore, if the machines can reallocate operations between themselves by transfemng operations, the communications burden can be decreased. The commnnication burden could also be reduced by not allocating operations to resources too far in advance.
IV. THE MULTI-AGENT SCHEDULER

A. Overview
The multi-agent system that was used for this research was originally developed for the p w s e of allocating orders (where an order was a discrete work piece) to machines in a highly reconfigurable manufacturing system. That problem required a decision maker that was itself reconfigurable and modular. A spin-off result of this is that the scheduler that was developed can relatively easily be applied to other, possibly totally different, applications with no alterations as this paper demonstrates.
The way that this scheduler functions is for each resource and each task in the system to have an agent assigned to handle all the scheduling and control issues relating to it. These agents negotiate with each other to resolve the allocation of tasks to resources in a manner that is beneficial to the entire system rather than to only localized sections of the system.
The allocation of orders to resources uses an auctionbased negotiation method to determine the time that a task will be performed and which resource it will be performed by. A good example of an auction-based negotiation is the previously defined contract net. Incorporated into the auction-based negotiation is a series of algorithms that use a system of 'penalties' to ascertain the effectiveness of its decisions in a 'global' rather than 'local' sense.
B. Agenfs
In this multi-agent approach, all physical components have an agent assigned to it that is analogous to a brain Two types of components are considered, corresponding to the two main scheduling entities, resources and tasks. In the case of this work the resources are the warehouses and the tasks are the orders to be filled. Each warehouse is assigned a 'Resource agent' and each order is assigned an 'Order agent'. These agents and their physical components can be represented as in Fig. 2 Fig. 1 . Representation of r s o~r n s and orders. This shows that these objects are considered as consisting of two separate pals. 'Illhe first being the 'body' that represents the physical aspects and the second being the 'head' that represents the Agent atd is effectively the brain of the corresponding component. Communication between the two is of p a t impomice much like the communication between the brain and body in humans.
In this multi-agent system agents are arranged in a heterarcbical structure, where no agents are in a supervisory role. This requires a high degree of cooperation between the agents if an effective global solution is to be achieved. Fig. 3 shows an example of a small multi-agent system consisting of two resources, and two orders. The distribution network being investigated for this research consisted of four warehouses (resources), one located in Melbourne, one in Perth, one in Brisbane and one attached to the manufacturing plant in Geelong. Typically the number of orders handled each month would be in the thousands, depending on the time of year.
C. TnskAffocntion
The communication method that was selected to perform the initial allocation of tasks to resources can be classified as an auction based negotiation. An auction-based negotiation requires communication between two parties, a manager and a set of bidders.
In the case of this scheduler the order agents play the role of manager and resource agents play the role of ~ 413 bidders. In this situation the order agents have a list of tasks that must be performed by the resources. It would be possible for the opposite (i.e. resource agents as managers and order agents as bidders) to have been used. That would have required to resource agents to advertise their empty time slots to the orders to bid for. Such a method would have been equally valid but it seemed less intuitive than having the orders request bids for their tasks.
Order Agent
52
Order 1 U Order Agent Backbone However, just using an auction-based negotiation method alone is insufficient to achieve 'good' scheduling performance. This occurs at a series of decision-making points that occur throughout the negotiation Fig. 4 shows the basic communication that occurs between an Order and Resources while allocating an Order, indicating three decision points. At these points scheduling algorithms that aim at improving 'global' performance are used. Thus far, the general allocation procedure has been explained. However, the procedure discussed thus far is only the framework in which the scheduler will operate within. This framewok alone is insufficient for producing a scheduling capability; there are four important details that remain to be defined for the allocation process: Allocation Timing ~ . . .
Determining Desired StartiEnd Time Bid Generation Bid Evaluation
The allocation timing simply refers to the decision that is made that determines when the auction-based negotiation begins. In this research the order allocates its tasks as soon as it is created.
The generation of bids is probably the most important stage of the task allocation process. In this stage the resources must decide upon the best possible way of allocating the task to satisfy both the objectives of itself and the order, as well as the 'global' objectives. The bid generation procedure requires coordination between the resource agent and one or more order agents in the system. Essentially, the resource attempts to allocate the task in such a way that produces the least problems for the system as a whole. Each resource determines a group of potential solutions as demonstrated in Fig. 5 . Among the potential solutions generated, the machine picks the one that it determines is 'best'. The way that this is done is crucial in how the global good is achieved over the local good. This achieved by the machine agent asking each order agent affected for its opinion on the effect of the solution upon itself. This requires the order agents to have a method for quantifying the effectiveness of a particular allocation (i.e. starting and ending time). The developed algorithm requires the resource agent to communicate with the corresponding order agent to find these values. In these situations the resource agent will send the relevant details (i.e. the task identity and the proposed start and end times), to the corresponding order agent. The order agent will at then calculate a 'penalty' value that will be returned to the Machine Agent.
The 'penalty' value is a measure of the suitability of the proposed allocation from the point of view of the order.
The penalty that is calculated by the orders is dependant on the global performance objective that is being sought in the system as a whole. For example, if the performance objective was to minimize tardiness the order agent would return a high penalty to a resource agent that proposed pushing one of its tasks back to a time that would cause the order to be late.
Using the sum of the penalties for each of its proposed solutions each Resource agent is able to generate a bid that will he acceptable globally rather than only in its own immediate self interest.
The final stage of the allocation process is the bid evaluation that is performed by the order agent after receiving all bids from the relevant resource agents. The bid that is selected is the one that produced the lowest penalty. In this way the global objective is favored over the self interest of the order Agent.
v . APPLICATTON TO WAREHOUSE ALLOCATION
Research into developing a multi-agent scheduler for the previous reconfgurable manufacturing system problem produced a discrete event simulation model of a reconfigurable manufacturing system [15] , 1161. This model was developed using the modeling package ARM (made by Rockwell Software Inc.). The multi-agent scheduling environment was developed using Visual Basic for Applications that is linked with Arena. This allows the decision making of the agents to be simulated. This model allows many different configurations of manufacturing system to be tested from single machines, machines in series, machines in parallel and more complex layouts.
Experiments were performed to date comparing the multi-agent scheduler to scheduling decisions made by dispatching rules, using a root mean squared tardiness performance objective. Dispatching rules such as EDD (Earliest Due Date) and FIFO (First in First out) have been used. Dispatching rules were used to produce a benchmark because they are also flexible enough to be relatively easily implemented in a wide variety of manufacturing environments.
Results showed that the multi-agent scheduler was able to produce performance that is close to, but usually slightly worse than, the performance of the dispatching rules. However, the multi-agent scheduler proved io be more robust and applicable to other situations. This robustness is what allows the multi-agent scheduler to be readily applied to other situations as is being demonstrated in this paper.
Essentially, the simulation model consisted of groups of four machines and a shared buffer that were ananged into cells. The work pieces could move from any cell to any other cell through the transportation netwok. A diagram of the simulation model layout is shown in Fig. 6 . All machines in a cell performed an identical set of operations. Therefore, in an order's process plan, for each operation, a cell that could perform the operation was specified, rather than a list of machines. This model could be reconfigured to simulate a very large variety of manufacturing system layouts.
Transportation of work pieces within cells followed the arrows in Fig. 6 . After arriving in the manufacturing system an order would be transported to the cell that would process its first operation. When entering a cell, work pieces were placed in that cell's buffer to wait until their scheduled starting time. Once the start time was reached a work piece would be transported into the machine to which it had been allocated and processing commenced. At the end of processing the work piece left the cell, returning to the transport network, where it would be transported to the cell that would perform its next operation. If the completed operation was the final operation then the work piece left the manufacturing system. The transport network was very flexible and enabled orders to be transported from any cell to any other cell without any constraints being imposed. In this simulation model, transport was conducted instantaneously and hence there were no issues with limited transport capacity.
The most important features of the simulation model were the schedulers that controlled its operation. The research that the simulation model was used for was in the field of multi-agent scheduling. Therefore, the multi-agent scheduler concept that was developed for this research was incorporated into the simulation model. This was achieved by using Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) programming environment that was incorporated into the Arena simulation software package.
A feature of a reconfignrahle manufacturing system could he rearranged into a myriad of different layouts, hence the simulation model had the same capabilities. The layout does not refer solely to the physical architecture of the manufacturing system (i.e., the machines that went together to form the manufacturing system and the way in which they were COMeCted). Layout is mostly dependant on the process plan of the orders that were to be manufactured. For example, if it was classed as a transfer line, a layout requires a process plan that specifies that all parts be processed by a series of single machines in an identical sequence. Simply having a group of single machines connected in series did not mean that it was a transfer line. In real world manufacturing systems the physical architectures were often the way they were because of the process plans of the parts that were being produced.
This simulation model swcture could very simply be altered from one manufacturing system layout to another with ease. This was done by disabling individual machines or entire cells. Additionally, altering the process plans of the parts was necessary to simulate particular types of manufacturing system. A simple example is a transfer line. To achieve a transfer line all hut one machine in each cell was disabled and a process plan in which all work pieces travclcd from Cell 1 to Ccll2 to Cell 3 was implcmcnted. Using the model thus described different layouts could be achieved. One such layout is a parallel layout as shown in Fig. 7 . Such a layout is identical to the type of problem that is specified in section 11, with four warehouses (the
resources) that are all capable of performing the same tasks.
Thus the model and multi-agent scheduler were already flexible enough to handle the general style of problem that occurs in warehouse allocation. However, this alone did not mean that this multi-agent system could provide solutions to this problem as the scheduler needed orders to be specified in a particular format with specific pieces of information being required. This data that was required by the multi-agent scheduler to determine a schedule is:
Knowledge Time (i.e., the time that the order became known to the system); Amval Time (i.e., the time that the system could begin processing the order); Due Time; Process Plan (tasks, routing and processing time). Two of these were very easy to find cendidates for. Knowledge time could simply be the time that an order was entered into the system and due time could simply be the specified time that the order is due for dispatch. At the industrial partner both of these values are recorded in the database whenever an order is entered.
Arrival time (the time an order can begin processing) could be roughly derived by setting a value equal to one day before the due time if the order is known in advance, or equal to the due time if knowledge time is equal to the due time.
The process plan was simple some regards as the warehouse allocation problem could be viewed as simply a single operation problem. The difficult portion is determining a processing time as no records are kept on how long it takes to pick an order. For this work the method used was to classlfy orders as large, medium or small based on the number and weight of the items in the order. Large orders take more time to pick than small orders. Using this method of determining these four parameters a list of orders directly based on an actual list of one month WO& of real orders was created and run with the simulation model. While results on the effectiveness of this scheduler at allocating tasks to warehouses is still too preliminary, it was shown clearly that this multi-agent scheduling approach was flexible and robust enough for rapid application to new situations.
VI. CONCLUSION
A multi-agent system designed with a modular structure can be very flexible in terms of its applicability to scheduling problems. This research has shown how the multi-agent system originally developed for the scheduling of individual work pieces to CNC machining centers in a mconfgurable manufacturing system could be applied to a totally different application with minimal alteration.
This ease of application would provide faster and cheaper development of agile systems for use by manufacturing enterprises or many other potential problem areas. This ease of application comes from the heterarchical modular smctnre and focus on the three fundamental planks of scheduling, resources, tasks and time. Together these combine to create a scheduler that is generic enough for a very wide range of applications.
Though the performance achieved by the scheduler is quite effective, further research should be conducted to find ways of improving it, and making better decisions. Probably the best area to focus upon is the 'penalties' that drive the agents decisions. 
